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My name is Gail Muller. I am a writer, adventurer and educator with a passion for inspiring
people to get into the great outdoors, especially if they feel held back or excluded

because of their perceived physical or mental limitations. The outdoors is for everyone,
and it's absolutely for YOU. 

 
I've am also a chronic illness warrior. I suffered with, and overcame, 15 years of chronic

pain and the mental health spiral that can go with it. I know how it feels to dig deep and
find hope, courage and new horizons against the odds. Doctors believed I would be in a

wheelchair by 40, but I kept searching for a solution and eventually rehabbed my body to
the point that I could once again embrace life to the full. In 2019, I hiked 2,200 miles solo

and southbound on the Appalachian Trail - down the East coast of the USA through
mountains and forests with just my pack and tent. It took 7 months in total, and I

completed the last 850 miles with two broken bones in my foot. You see; mindset is
everything. If I can get out there, then you can too.

 
I believe that hope and acceptance together can enable us to overcome adversity and lead

a full and vibrant life. I've now hiked other long trails and am a passionate advocate for
the power of the outdoors. I'm especially dedicated to giving women in particular the tools

to tap into their own strength and innate courage.
 

If you're excited to get back outdoors after lockdown but are feeling a little more wobbly
about it than before, then I hope these notes will inspire you into action...

Good luck and happy hiking! I can't wait to hear about where you go. 
 

Gail x

Welcome!
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You may well be feeling a little at sea after

all these months of disruption and

lockdown. I know I have been. It's become

crystal clear that we need contact and

communities to help keep us in balance,

but also immersion into the natural world. 

As a society we had already disconnected

ourselves pre-pandemic with tech and long

working hours, artificial lighting and a

predominantly indoors life that, at

minimum, kept us from Vitamin D on our

skin and hindered our sleep. Then, when

Covid hit, we saw our green spaces taped

off and were further barred from being

able to access the spaces that benefit us

most - The Outdoors.

Perhaps you previously got your nature fix

without even realising the importance of it,

and you'll have felt the loss in many ways.  

Ready To Get Back Out There?
Covid disconnected us not only from our communities but also
from our sense of selves. Many of us have lost confidence in the
outdoor pursuits we enjoyed, but we know that getting out there
will help us feel better.
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Maybe it was cycling or walking to work, a

coffee and stroll with a friend at lunchtime

or that Sunday walk after lunch.  I hope,

like me, you've been walking from your

doorstep when you can and have been

nourished by familiar routes - getting your

face into the light and the breeze. 

I'm glad we've had those local walks, but

you're probably ready for something new.

Soon you'll be able to go farther afield and

immerse yourself deeper into a wilder

outdoors life! 

Whether you were an experienced hiker

prior to this year or were just starting out

on your outdoor adventuring journey, it

might take a moment to get into the swing

of getting out there again. Let me help you

prepare with this simple starter guide.
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'Those who think they can and those who think they can't are usually both right'

This quote, often attributed to Confucius, has proven to be true in my experience. How we
approach new or challenging experiences has a huge impact on the success or failure of our
attempts. If your self talk involves telling yourself you're 'not the outdoorsy type' or that you're  
too 'fat, thin, weak, old, limited, ill' or anything similar, then it's really mostly you that's getting in
the way of your setting out to feel the breeze in your hair and the sun on your face on a personal
adventure-quest of your own. 

Hiking is just walking. If you can walk even a few steps then you can hike. If you can't walk, then
there are still many other ways that you too can also get outdoors. The first step is always to
believe there is a way. One step then leads to another, and before you know it those steps can
mean a whole hour's hike, a full day adventure or a multi day or month thru hike. 

Outside of your comfort zone there are untold riches, but you must step into the discomfort that
comes with new and unfamiliar challenges. If you are armed with the belief that you CAN, as well
as the due diligence and preparation that will keep you safe, the world is your oyster. 

Mindset Makes All The Difference...
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Navigation (Map, compass, App, GPS etc)
Sun Protection (Sunscreen, hat, glasses)
Extra Clothing (Layers beyond minimum)
Head-torch (with spare batteries)
First Aid (plasters, blister plasters, steri-
strips, antiseptic, mozzie spray etc)
Fire (lighter, matches, stove)
Shelter (Foil blanket, light bivi etc)
Tools (knife, repair kit, multi-tool)
Extra water (more than minimum &
purification tablet/filter for emergencies)
Extra food (more than minimum/extra
snacks)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

The 10 Essential Systems
Created in the 1930's by an organisation in the USA,
the 'Ten Essentials' was a list to help people be
better prepared for emergencies in the outdoors.
It's now updated to be 'Ten Systems', allowing for
more adaptation, and for you to tailor it to your
own hike and situation. 

You might think it's extreme to prep to these ten
systems just for a day hike, but it's a good habit to
get into, and you'll be very grateful you did should
anything go wrong!  You can learn all about these
systems in more detail on my upcoming course. 
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What do you want to do?

Consider this first. An 'out and

back' route? A loop? Steep and

challenging, or low impact?

Decide what feels right for you. 

What clothing are you wearing

or taking? Refer to the route

you chose and the weather

forecast you checked. Layers

are everything. Pack extras. :)

Where should you go? How do

you find routes? Use maps,

apps, websites and social

media groups to find a route

that fits your needs. Study it. 

What are you wearing on your

feet? Are your socks good

quality? Ensure your boots or

trail runners don't rub. Take

blister plasters and zinc tape. 

 

What are your limits and

expectations? Know your new

self post-lockdown and work

within your current situation.

Grow from where you are. 

How much food and hydration

will you need? Pick a nice spot

for lunch on your map route!

Pack extra snacks and maybe a

thermos of something hot.

What will the weather be like?

Check the forecast in the days

and hours before your hike.

Then you can adapt plans and

packing if needed. 

What comms are you taking? Is

your phone charged and do you

have a portable charger back

up? Going remote? Consider

investing in a GPS tracker. 

Who are you telling where you

are going? Always leave details

of your route behind and tell

someone where you are when

to expect you back. 

Can you and all your things

stay dry? Pack waterproof

jacket and trousers. Line your

pack with a bin-bag/liner &

pack inside it. Put extra clothes

in a waterproof bag. 

10 things to think about when
preparing to get back on the

trails
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Leave A Copy Of Your Route

Make It Interesting

Nature Vs Headphones

Keeping Safe

Prep for the Unknown

If you're going out on a new route - a l ittle
outside of your comfort zone/further afield -

leave a copy of your plan with a friend and tell
them when you expect to return. 

Want to make your hike a little different or
interesting? Research some history or geography

on your route and look out for the signs or
landscapes that reflect what you learned. 

The sounds of nature are great, but there's
nothing wrong with podcasts or music whilst
hiking. Use headphones so you don't disturb
others, and consider only using one earbud -

that way you're alert for things happening
around you, be it a runner or a fall ing branch.

Be alert to your safety if you're solo and feel
uneasy. You don't need to say you're hiking

alone - say your group is spread out with some
ahead and some behind. Don't say where you're
heading if you don't want to, and know where a
route back to a main road is in case you need it. 

Only out for the morning? Pack extra snacks.
Sunshine forecast all day? Pack waterproofs.

Easy simple path? Pack some plasters anyway.
Always make sure you have a little something

more than you think you need.

1

2

3

4

5

5 Tips
For Day
Hiking

Solo
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Let's plan!
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My first outdoor ambition is to...

Things I believe are holding me back are...

Possible solutions for these barriers are...

Use this worksheet to write down what you would like to achieve
by getting outdoors, and to acknowledge any things that you think

are holding you back so you can tackle them.
 

Are they really barriers, or do they just seem like it right now?

Worksheet
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Where?

When?

Historical/Geographical points of interest:
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Action Plan
Hopefully you've realised that even when there are obstacles,

you can still head outdoors - just scale it back!
 

So now you know how to prep for an outdoors adventure, use these
boxes to start planning your own!

Kit I have:

Kit I need to get: 
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Prep List

Do you have a clear route mapped out, with a shortcut/early exit point if
needed? Does the route fit your fitness level and experience?

Do you have back up navigation systems in case your phone fails? This
could be maps, compass or an alternative that you are comfortable using. 

Do you have extra clothing, food and water (more than minimum
expectation) in your pack?

Have you have told someone where your route is, and left a return time?

Do you have a head torch and spare batteries?

Is your phone is charged and you are carrying a battery pack if needed, and
a zip-lock bag for the phone in case of rain?

Is the gear in your pack is all inside a waterproof layer such as a simple
bin-bag or waterproof stuff sack?

Do you have a first aid kit that includes sunscreen and blister plasters or
zinc tape/ leukotape if your feet are prone to blisters/hotspots?

Are you carrying a foil blanket/emergency shelter if needed?

Are your clothing layers appropriate for the conditions? E.g. synthetic and
quick dry if it's wet?

This checklist will help make sure you have considered
all the important issues before you set off.
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Do you have a penknife and/or tools and repair kit if needed?

Have you checked the fit of your backpack, and that it sits with the weight
on your hips not on your shoulders?

Do you have sunglasses or a head covering if it's bright/sunny?

Have you checked the weather?
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Action Plan
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Use this space to write a list of your next steps and actions.
Keep it concise, time-limited and easily actionable.
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Learn more...

Website
Trail diaries, reviews, gear recommendations 
and all of my blogs and adventures can be 
found here at:

www.gailmuller.com

Support me on Patreon
As a thru hiker of long trails, a chronic pain 
survivor and experienced educator, I have a 
wealth of knowledge and experience to share 
with you. Please consider supporting my 
endeavours on Patreon, where you'll be the first 
to receive updates, resources and exclusive 
access to my many adventures, as well as being 
the very people helping those things happen. 
Support starts from as little as £5 a month.  

www.patreon.com/gailmuller

Follow me on Social Media 

My social channels are home to all my 
adventures. I share my daily life, my 
inspiration and, of course, my hikes.
Come and join the fun!

https://www.instagram.com/thegailmuller/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/unlostoutdoors 
https://www.facebook.com/thegailmuller/
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I hope you're planning a fabulous
adventure. I'd love to hear about it!

I'm regularly writing blogs and
updating my website with my own
adventures and things that will help
you plan yours better. Come and say

hi there or on my socials. 
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If this little workbook has helped or inspired you in any way, I'd love to hear about it.
My adventures are made special by the people I meet along the way, and that
definitely includes YOU! 

If you'd like to support me, or the work I'm doing to encourage women in particular to
get out and have more adventures, please consider becoming a Patron. I'd be delighted
to count you as one of my supporters. www.patreon.com/gailmuller

Support me on
Patreon

Writer,  Adventurer,  Speaker, Teacher

Gail Muller

Thank you!
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